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Abstract: The influence of various energetic particles and electron injection on the transport of
minority carriers and non-equilibrium carrier recombination in Ga2O3 is summarized in this review.
In Ga2O3 semiconductors, if robust p-type material and bipolar structures become available, the
diffusion lengths of minority carriers will be of critical significance. The diffusion length of minority
carriers dictates the functionality of electronic devices such as diodes, transistors, and detectors.
One of the problems in ultrawide-bandgap materials technology is the short carrier diffusion length
caused by the scattering on extended defects. Electron injection in n- and p-type gallium oxide results
in a significant increase in the diffusion length, even after its deterioration, due to exposure to alpha
and proton irradiation. Furthermore, post electron injection, the diffusion length of an irradiated
material exceeds that of Ga2O3 prior to irradiation and injection. The root cause of the electron
injection-induced effect is attributed to the increase in the minority carrier lifetime in the material
due to the trapping of non-equilibrium electrons on native point defects. It is therefore concluded
that electron injection is capable of “healing” the adverse impact of radiation in Ga2O3 and can be
used for the control of minority carrier transport and, therefore, device performance.

Keywords: gallium oxide; transport properties; minority carriers

1. Introduction

Semiconductors with a wide bandgap (WBG), among which gallium nitride and zinc
oxide are notable examples, are of significant relevance for high-temperature electronics
and for solar-blind ultraviolet radiation detection in the cosmos [1–3]. Novel gallium oxide
semiconductors, with a direct forbidden gap of 4.7–4.9 eV (an ultrawide bandgap), are
promising for applications in harsh environments in terms of their superior stability over
their GaN and ZnO counterparts; this is due to their following unique combinations of
physical properties [1,4–9]:

1. The above-mentioned ultrawide bandgap, which makes gallium oxide ideal for high-
temperature and high-power applications;

2. Chemical stability: Ga2O3 is highly resistant to chemical corrosion, including exposure
to acids, bases, and other corrosive chemicals;

3. Radiation hardness: Ga2O3 is resistant to radiation damage, making it suitable for use
in space and other high-radiation environments;

4. Mechanical strength: Ga2O3 is a hard and durable material, making it suitable for use
in demanding applications.

In addition to the above properties, Ga2O3 is also a relatively abundant and low-cost
material, making it a promising candidate for commercialization.

P-type doping in gallium oxide has been a long-standing challenge due to its inherent
self-compensation mechanism, which tends to neutralize any introduced acceptor impuri-
ties [7,9–12]. This self-compensation arises from the formation of compensating defects,
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such as oxygen vacancies, which act as donors and counteract the p-type behavior. As a
result, achieving stable and controllable p-type doping in Ga2O3 has been difficult, limiting
its potential application in various electronic and optoelectronic devices.

Additionally, it has been revealed that the holes in β-Ga2O3 possess a high effective
mass, as well as a low dispersion and high density of states. These factors dictate the
creation of self-trapped holes [13–17], thus hindering p-type conductivity. Contrasting
these claims, Ref. [10] reported the feasibility of defect engineering in grown β-gallium
oxide facilitating hole conductivity at elevated temperatures, i.e., controlling the growth
conditions can influence the formation and distribution of the defects in Ga2O3. By tailoring
the defect structure, it became possible to reduce the self-compensation effect and to
promote p-type conductivity.

The findings in Ref. [10] are in agreement with the results presented in Ref. [12],
showing that the self-trapping nature of holes vanishes above 90–120 K. Accounting for
the high interest in robust p-type doping in gallium oxide, it is expected that gallium
oxide-based bipolar devices will soon become a reality.

Exploring acceptor dopants with relatively low ionization energies and higher solubil-
ity offers an alternative solution towards the performance of potentially effective p-type
doping in Ga2O3. Very recently, Ref. [11] reported that gallium oxide doped with Zn
exhibited room-temperature p-type conductivity.

While the above-referenced approaches have shown promise, achieving reliable and
controllable p-type doping in Ga2O3 remains an ongoing research challenge. Overcom-
ing this hurdle could open up new opportunities for Ga2O3-based devices, such as p–n
junctions, bipolar transistors, and optoelectronic devices.

In Ga2O3 semiconductors, if bipolar structures become available, the diffusion length
of minority carriers will be of critical significance. The diffusion length dictates the func-
tionality of such electronic devices as diodes, transistors, and detectors [18]. One of the
problems in wide-bandgap materials (e.g., gallium nitride and zinc oxide) technology is
the short minority carrier diffusion length, which is caused by the scattering on extended
defects [19,20]. At the same time, low-energy electron injection into p-type GaN and
ZnO, using either an electron beam of a scanning electron microscope (SEM), the forward
bias of Schottky barriers, or p–n junctions, leads to a drastic elongation of the minority
electron diffusion length in these materials [19,21–24]. Similar effects were reported in
n-type Ga2O3, using an SEM electron beam or solid-state electron injection (see below
and Refs. [25,26]), and also in highly resistive p-type material [27]. An increase in the
minority carrier diffusion length translated into changes in the luminescent characteristics
of GaN, ZnO, and Ga2O3 [26,28–30], and into an experimentally demonstrated superior
photovoltaic detector performance in the case of GaN and ZnO [18,24,31,32]; very recently,
this was also demonstrated in the case of Ga2O3-based heterostructures.

It has also been discovered that, on the one hand, the irradiation of Si-doped β-Ga2O3
by 1.5 MeV electrons, 18 MeV α-particles, or 10 MeV protons leads to the deterioration of
the minority carrier diffusion length and the minority carrier lifetime [25,33–35]. On the
other hand, a low-energy SEM beam injection into an irradiated Ga2O3 Schottky barrier
recovers/enhances minority carrier transport, as is expressed in the consequent long-lasting
increase in the diffusion length [25–27,35]. It should be stressed that the diffusion length of
irradiated gallium oxide samples after electron injection surpasses that prior to irradiation
and injection. It is, therefore, possible to use an SEM beam (or forward bias) charge injection
to improve a material’s fundamental properties and, prospectively, the performance of
devices made from that material, which are dependent on minority carrier transport and
affected by radiation.

The main aim of this review article is to summarize the authors’ previous results
related to non-equilibrium minority carrier recombination (lifetime) and transport proper-
ties (diffusion length) in n-type and highly resistive π (p-type) β-gallium oxide epitaxial
layers. These layers were grown either on Sn-doped Ga2O3 (n-type) or c-oriented sap-
phire substrates (π) and were subjected to various radiation types (energetic electrons;
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gamma-, alpha-, and proton-irradiation); this led to the deterioration of minority carrier
transport, and, separately, to low-energy electron beam exposure using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM), as explained above. The latter exposure, in contrast to the irradiation
of energetic particles, resulted in an enhancement of the minority carrier transport and
lifetime, and to the recovery of adverse radiation impact. The enhancement of minority
carrier transport using charge injection is a novel niche in wide and ultrawide-bandgap
semiconductors, and the present review summarizes the current state of the art in the field.

The minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length characteristics summarized in this
review are the two main parameters that represent carrier transport properties. They
were independently measured using two different techniques in situ in SEM, namely
electron-beam-induced current (EBIC) and time-resolved cathodoluminescence (TRCL).
Additionally, new results presenting the impact of solid-state injection on the spectral
photoresponse of NiO/Ga2O3 p–n heterojunctions are reported. The latter results serve
as a proof of concept for the application of charge (either electron or hole) injection effects
in optoelectronic devices, such as photodetectors, for controlling their photoresponse
(collection efficiency) and mitigating radiation-induced defects.

The structure of this review is as follows:

1. The methodology employed for the diffusion length measurements taken in situ using
the scanning electron microscope will be explained for the example of highly resistive
p-Ga2O3;

2. The methodology employed for the electron beam probing of optical properties will
be outlined, using the results for n-type Ga2O3 as an example;

3. The impact of various radiation types on minority carrier transport and optical prop-
erties will be reviewed;

4. The influence of SEM electron injection on minority carrier diffusion in Ga2O3 before
and after exposure to radiation will be discussed;

5. The root cause for the phenomenon of electron injection in gallium oxide and its
impact on minority carrier transport will be explained;

6. The application of the charge injection effect to the enhancement of the photoresponse
in gallium oxide-based heterostructures will be considered as an example;

7. The main conclusions will be summarized.

2. Methodology
2.1. Electron-Beam-Induced Current Measurements of Minority Carrier Diffusion Length

EBIC is a powerful technique for imaging and characterizing semiconductor devices
and materials. It offers high spatial resolution, quantitative analysis, and versatility. It is also
non-destructive. However, it is also a relatively expensive and complex technique. Another
potential disadvantage is related to its limited depth of penetration into the material under
test. This penetration depth or electron range in the material depends on the mechanical
density and SEM accelerating voltage [36].

The diffusion length of minority carriers was measured using the electron-beam-
induced current (EBIC) technique on a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The diffusion
length was relevant for electrons or holes depending on the electrical conductivity type.
The measurements were carried out on Schottky contacts at a room-temperature (RT) range
of −130 ◦C using a temperature-controlled stage installed in the SEM vacuum chamber.
The electron beam accelerating voltage varied between 10 and 30 kV. The EBIC line scans
were recorded on a planar structure, as shown in Figure 1. The signal was amplified using a
Stanford Research Systems SR 570 low-noise current amplifier and digitized with a Keithley
2000 multimeter, which was controlled using homemade software.
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Figure 1. Schematics for EBIC measurements. Reprinted with permission from the AIP. After Ref. [36].

The diffusion length, L, was extracted from the EBIC line scans using the following
equation [37–39]:

C(x) = C0xαexp
(
− x

L

)
(1)

Here, C(x) is the electron-beam-induced current signal as a function of the coordinate;
C0 is a scaling factor; x is the coordinate counted from the edge of the contact stack; and α
is a recombination coefficient (set at −0.5).

Figure 2 illustrates the methodology employed for the extraction of the minority
carrier diffusion length using the example of two highly resistive p-type samples. Because
of the low carrier concentration in the structures under test, the metal/semiconductor
space–charge region (cf. Figure 1) was comparable or wider than the diffusion length.
Hence, the methodology explained in Ref. [37] has been employed. Figure 2a,b show the
raw data and their fit using Equation (1), which was employed for the extraction of L for
two samples under test (samples A and B; A: p = 5.6 × 1014 cm−3; µ = 8.0 cm2V−1s−1;
B: p = 2.7 × 1013 cm−3 and µ = 16 cm2V−1s−1). Meanwhile, the majority hole concentration
and mobility for the above-referenced samples were measured at 850 K using the Hall effect
setup; the EBIC testing was performed at 300–400 K.
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The dependence of the minority carrier diffusion length on temperature, T, for a highly
resistive p-type material is demonstrated in Figure 3. The decrease in L with the rise in T is
a typical trend observed in gallium oxide. The large values of L in Figure 3 are additional
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indirect proof that the samples are p-type, as the minority carriers in this case are electrons,
which possess much higher levels of mobility compared to holes. The latter have a large
effective mass of 18.8 m0 [40]. L for minority carriers in n-gallium oxide is in the range of
50–600 nm [25,26,33,41,42], which is much lower than that reported in Ref. [36] for minority
carrier electrons. Another reason for the large diffusion length values reported in Figure 3
is related to the low majority carrier concentrations in samples A and B and, therefore, the
low scattering on electrically active impurities. Phonon scattering [40,43] may also play a
role. It should be noted that a dependence similar to that of L on temperature in Figure 3
was found for n-type β-Ga2O3; this was ascribed to ionized impurity scattering due to
heavy Si doping [33].
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The activation energy for the temperature dependence of L is given by the follow-
ing [38]:

L(T) = L0exp
(

∆EL,T

2kT

)
(2)

Here, L0 is a scaling constant; ∆EL,T is the thermal activation energy; k is the Boltzmann
constant; and T is the temperature. The activation energies related to the decrease in L with
temperature were found to be 67 meV (sample A) and 113 meV (samples B), respectively.
The difference in the activation energies for samples A and B is mainly a result of the
difference in their majority carrier concentrations; these were determined, in turn, by the
partial pressure of oxygen, which was set during the epitaxial growth.

2.2. Continuous and Time-Resolved Cathodoluminescence

Cathodoluminescence (CL) is a versatile technique for measuring the emission of light
from the material. It offers a greater spatial resolution in comparison to photoluminescence
(PL). The electron beam energy is a parameter that can be tuned to change the probing
depth (the range of electrons) in the material [44–46]. Like the EBIC technique (see above),
CL is also non-destructive and can provide insight into the radiative recombination of
non-equilibrium charge carriers. At the same time, CL is a relatively expensive technique
that requires an SEM for electron beam excitation. Additionally, one of the limitations of
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CL that researchers should be aware of is related to a possible change in the intensity of the
emitted light due to the elongation of the non-equilibrium carrier lifetime; this is caused by
continuous electron beam excitation (cf. Section 3.5 below).

Generally, luminescence quenches as the temperature increases and offers insight into
the trap-levels that participate in the radiative recombination of the charge carriers. The CL
vs. T relationship is as follows:

I(T) = I0/
(

1 + ∑n
i=0 Aie−∆EAi/kT

)
(3)

Here, I0 is 0 K intensity and is a fitting parameter; Ai is the scaling constant for the
process described by the energy of activation ∆EAi; k is the Boltzmann constant; and T is
the temperature in Kelvin.

The time dependence of the luminescence can be studied in continuous mode with
an uninterrupted electron/photon beam (continuous wave, CW, luminescence), or via
excitation with very short (ps-to-fs) pulses of photons/electrons and by observing the
decay of the various spectral components in the luminescence spectrum. Both PL and
time-resolved PL (TRPL) require photons of energy that are greater than the bandgap
to observe the near band edge (NBE) emission; otherwise, only a partial luminescence
spectrum is observed. With CL and time-resolved CL (TRCL), the NBE emission can be
seen even with very low beam energies. One limitation of CL and TRCL in particular is the
upper limit on the maximum beam current. Depending on its absolute value, the saturation
of the luminescence may not be seen.

The temporal nature of the luminescence decay can be represented in the spatial
domain using a streak camera. The excitation source is synchronized with the streak
camera and is able to count the number of photons emitted after a certain delay in the
discrete intervals and represent them in the form of a streak image. Figure 4, left, shows an
example of a streak image obtained for the Ga2O3 emission at around 380 nm. To extract
the lifetime of the peak luminescent component, a narrow slice of the data in the region
of interest is extracted and integrated along the y axis. The integrated decay plot around
380 nm is shown in Figure 4, right.
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Figure 4. (Left): Time-resolved CL image from a streak camera with a center wavelength of 380 nm.
The dashed rectangle shows the region for time decay determination. (Right): Normalized spectrum
of CL decay at 380 nm with an exponential fit for n-type β-Ga2O3. The lifetime is obtained from the
exponential fit inverse slope for the temporal CL decay. Reprinted with permission from the AIP.
After Ref. [33].
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The lifetime can be obtained from a fit to the equation:

A(t) = A0exp(−t/τ) + C (4)

Here, A0 is a constant related to the initial luminescence intensity; t is the time delay
following excitation; τ is the lifetime; and C is the constant, which is associated with CL,
persisting for longer than the excitation period.

Most of the continuous and time-resolved CL measurements summarized in this
review, as well as some of the EBIC measurements, were carried out using the Attolight
Allallin 4027 Chronos SEM-CL set up (cf. Figure 5). This system is equipped with a hybrid
thermionic field emission electron gun with an accelerating energy of up to 10 keV. The
CL signal, generated in response to the electron beam bombardment, is collected by a
360◦ parabolic mirror, which is placed near the pole piece of the electron beam column to
maximize the collection efficiency. The mirror assembly is spatially coupled to a Horiba iHR
320 spectrometer, which is equipped with a 150 grooves/mm grating (blazed at 500 nm).
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Two separate imaging devices are attached to the exit of the spectrometer (they can be
selected using a movable mirror): Andor Newton 920p CCD camera (180–1100 nm), with a
resolution of 256 × 1024 pixels, and the Optronis Optoscope SC-10 streak camera, with a
temporal resolution of 2 ps and an image resolution of 1200 × 1000 pixels. Under the con-
tinuous cathodoluminescence mode of operation, the sample is continuously bombarded
with an electron beam, and the resulting cathodoluminescence signal, after being spectrally
resolved by the spectrometer, is detected by the CCD camera. The integration time of the
CCD can be varied from 10−4 s to 1 s, depending on the signal intensity and the noise
level. The time-resolved mode is achieved by reducing the heating current of the tip of the
electron gun filament just under the electron emission threshold. The remaining energy for
the emission of the electrons is then supplied with the help of a femtosecond laser, which is
focused on the electron gun tip. The femtosecond laser is operated in synchronization with
the streak camera. Based on the photon energy threshold cutoff, streak images are obtained
via integration over several dozens of electron beam excitation pulses. The maximum
measurable duration of the signal that is recordable by the streak camera is 2 ns, and the
excitation electron pulses are generated every 12.5 ns. It is, therefore, possible to extract the
lifetime of various spectral components from the recorded streak image.

3. Impact of Radiation and Electron Injection on Minority Carrier Recombination

The below sections summarize the impacts of high-energy particles on minority carrier
transport and the optical properties of Si-doped n-type β-Ga2O3. Additionally, minority
carrier transport in undoped highly resistive p-Ga2O3 that was irradiated using protons
with an energy sequence of 25–50–70 keV will be discussed. In the following sections, the
effect of electron injection on the highly resistive p-Ga2O3 and the n-type gallium oxide
will be considered, and the model will be presented. Finally, the application of the charge
injection effect to bipolar NiO/Ga2O3 structures will be demonstrated.

3.1. Impact of Energetic Electron Bombardment on Minority Carrier Recombination

In Ref. [33], the EBIC, CWCL, and TRCL techniques were employed to investigate the
effects of energetic electron irradiation on L and τ in n-type β-Ga2O3.

The samples under test were represented by epitaxial n-type β-Ga2O3 layers (Si-doped;
electron concentration of ~2× 1016 cm−3) that were grown via hydride vapor phase epitaxy
(HVPE) on Sn-doped β-Ga2O3 substrates (electron concentration of ~3.6 × 1018 cm−3) [47].
The original epi-layer thickness of ~20 µm was subsequently reduced via chemical mechan-
ical polishing to a final thickness of 10 µm.

Schottky diodes were fabricated using the e-beam evaporation of top rectifying and
bottom Ohmic contacts, as shown in Figure 6. Current–voltage (I–V) measurements were
carried out before and after irradiation with energetic electrons. Sample irradiation at
1.5 MeV (with fluences of 1.79 × 1015 and 1.43 × 1016 cm−2 at a current of 1 mA) was
performed at The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute.

L was measured using EBIC in the planar configuration [20–22]. The EBIC line scan
was recorded in situ over 10 s using a Philips XL-30 SEM at an accelerating voltage of
20 kV; this was as a function of the coordinate x, as depicted in Figure 6. Each single EBIC
measurement was carried out on an unexposed region [20–22]. The EBIC was recorded for
temperatures ranging from 295 to 395 K using a temperature-controlled stage.

L was extracted from Equation (1) by fitting the EBIC line scans [32,33]. The depen-
dence of L vs. T is presented in Figure 7 for the irradiated and non-irradiated samples as a
function of temperature, as described by Equation (2). The decrease in the diffusion length
with temperature is ascribed to increased scattering or recombination due to traps. ∆EL,T,
obtained from Equation (2), was approximately 40.9 meV for the non-irradiated sample,
and much lower for the irradiated ones, showing activation energies of 18.1 and 13.6 meV;
this is consistent with higher irradiation doses. Irradiation-induced traps likely reduce L
due to increased recombination.
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The continuous wave CL spectrum, which is presented in Figure 8, shows no band-
edge emission at 255 nm (4.9 eV). It exhibits, instead, a wide spectrum with a peak of
~380 nm (~3.26 eV) and an 80 nm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth. Ac-
cording to the computational results of Ref. [12], the prevalence of self-trapped holes
throughout β-Ga2O3 prevents band-edge recombination and p-type doping, and instead
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the emission arises from the recombination caused by donor–acceptor pairs [12,13,43,48–54].
Neither high-resolution imaging in secondary electrons nor polychromatic cathodolumi-
nescence revealed any surface changes, thus confirming the lack of modifications in the
structure of β-Ga2O3 induced because of high-energy electron irradiation.
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Figure 8. RT cathodoluminescence spectrum with a Gaussian decomposition, exhibiting bands at
3.65, 3.25, and 2.95 eV and no band-to-band emission (inset). Reprinted with permission from the
AIP. After Refs. [32,33].

As shown in Figure 9, time-resolved CL measurements were performed within a
360–380 nm wavelength width. The TRCL signal is described by an exponential decay
in agreement with Equation (4). The values of the lifetime reduced from 215 ps for the
non-irradiated sample to 151 and 138 ps for the irradiated ones, thus confirming that the
reaction to radiation results in an increase in the recombination rate. The lifetimes reported
in Ref. [33] are much faster than those of ~30 ns found elsewhere using time-resolved
photoluminescence (TRPL) [54,55]. In those studies, TRPL decay was observed to persist
for a much longer time, with two distinct ranges for τ < 1 µs and τ > 1 µs. The former
range indicates that the short-lived ultrafast dynamics may differ from those found closer
to equilibrium.

The minority carrier diffusion length is related to the lifetime and mobility of the
non-equilibrium carriers via the Einstein relation:

L =
√

Dτ =
√

µkTτ/q (5)

Here, q is the electron charge. The carrier mobility, calculated at RT from Equation (5),
decreased from 204 to 176 and ultimately to 166 cm2V−1s−1 because of an increase in
the dose for the 1.5 MeV electron bombardment. The mobility for holes reported in
Ref. [33] is comparable to the electron mobility (153 cm2V−1s−1), and is related to the short
recombination lifetimes observed under fs-laser excitation in time-resolved CL experiments.
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The pre-irradiation activation energy ∆EL,T of 40.9 meV [33] is in good agreement with
the donor ionization energy reported elsewhere [54,56–59], and is attributed to oxygen
vacancies (VO). Additionally, pairing is possible between the oxygen vacancies and nearby
gallium vacancies that act as acceptors [44]. The reduction in the minority carrier diffusion
length and ∆EL,T, which is induced by radiation, is ascribed to the creation of additional trap
states between the conduction band and the shallow donor level, which act as an alternative
recombination pathway; this is confirmed by the experimentally observed reduction in the
lifetime. The possible radiation-induced traps are related to the displacement of oxygen
atoms, which, in turn, results in VO, pairs of VO and VGa, or complexes of both.

To summarize this subsection, the irradiation of n-type gallium oxide with highly
energetic electrons (1.5 MeV) led to a significant reduction in the minority carrier (holes)
diffusion length and lifetime. This reduction was associated with the generation of defects
that impacted the minority carrier transport. The lifetime for non-equilibrium carriers was
measured using the time-resolved CL to study the impact of irradiation on the ultrafast
recombination rate. While the pre-irradiation activation energy for L on T dependence
was related to the shallow donor levels in the β-Ga2O3 samples, the samples subjected to
radiation exhibited a reduction in their activation energy caused by additional radiation-
induced trap states, as is also evidenced by the reduction in the lifetime.

3.2. Non-Equilibrium Carrier Recombination in Beta Gallium Oxide Irradiated with Alpha
Particles and Protons

In Ref. [34], the non-equilibrium minority carrier dynamics were studied using EBIC
and TRCL in Ga2O3 n-type samples subjected to alpha and proton irradiation. The struc-
tures, like those described in Section 3.1 and Figure 6, were used in the experiments. For
the Schottky contacts under test, the calculated maximum electric field was 0.1 MV/cm at
zero bias [60], and the barrier height was estimated at 1.08 V [61].
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Several samples were selected for 10 MeV (5 × 1014 cm−2 fluence; 330 µm range in
the material) irradiation with protons and 18 MeV (1 × 1012 cm−2 fluence; 80 µm range in
the material) irradiation with alpha particles. The beam current of the cyclotron (Korean
Institute of Radiological and Medical Science) was 100 nA in the case of both irradiation
types. The removal rates for the carriers in the proton-irradiated and alpha-irradiated
structures were around 240 cm−1 and 400 cm−1, respectively. More details are outlined in
Refs. [62,63].

The dependence of the minority carrier diffusion length on temperature for all the
above-referenced samples (diodes) is shown in Figure 10. ∆EL,T was extracted from
Equation (2), with the values for the control, alpha-, and proton-irradiated diodes being 5.4,
4.1, and 3.7 meV, respectively, thus showing a modest dependence on temperature. In the
previous investigations of GaN [22,23,38,45,64–67], Ga2O3 [25,26,35,68,69], and ZnO [19,24],
larger ∆EL,T values were ascribed to traps in the forbidden gap. The reduced (with in-
creasing temperature) activation energy, as reported in Ref. [34] and shown in Figure 10,
is likely related to a more pronounced carrier recombination. An additional factor that
contributes to the low values of ∆EL,T is attributed to the relatively small value of the
minority carrier diffusion length in Ref. [34] in comparison to other reported values [33,39].
The above-referenced factors (as well as the relatively low electron beam current used in
the experiments; see below) also represent the likely reasons for a small difference in the mi-
nority carrier diffusion length values obtained for the control, proton-, and alpha-irradiated
samples in Figure 10. A lower electron beam current was used in Ref. [34] to minimize the
impact of electron-injection-induced effects on the minority carrier diffusion length. These
effects will be separately discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of this review.
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The time-resolved CL streak of the UV emission, which is centered around 380 nm in
β-Ga2O3, is presented in Figure 11 (with continuous CL spectra reported in Ref. [33]); it is
in agreement with a single exponential decay described by Equation (4).
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The lifetime, τ, exhibits a decrease from 572 ps to 464 ps; this is via the intermediate
value of 523 ps at 77 K for the control, α-, and proton-treated samples, respectively (Figure 12).
The room temperature values are, correspondingly, 168 ps, 159 ps, and 154 ps. The measured
room temperature value of the lifetime for the control sample is in agreement with that of
215 ps, as previously reported in Ref. [33]. The irradiated diodes experience the creation of
additional point defects due to radiation damage and, therefore, demonstrate a decrease in the
minority carrier diffusion length and lifetime [26,27,33,42,69–71]. L and τ were largest for the
control diode, followed by the alpha- and proton-irradiated structures. This was explained by
the fluence of protons being 500 times larger than the alpha irradiation.
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3.3. Minority Carrier Transport and Radiation Impact in Undoped Highly Resistive Ga2O3

Undoped and highly resistive 450 nm-thick β-Ga2O3 epitaxial layers were tested
in Refs. [27,36] by using the EBIC technique. The epitaxial layers were grown using
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metal–organic chemical vapor deposition, with further details regarding their growth and
characterization outlined in Refs. [10,11].

The samples under test were denoted as A and B (cf. Section 2.1 for additional details).
For these samples, the temperature dependence of L is shown in Figure 3. The minority carrier
diffusion length decreased as T increased in these samples, with values for A and B of 1040
and 8506 nm at 304 K, respectively, and 640 and 6193 nm at 404 K, respectively. The fairly long
minority carrier diffusion length in the above-referenced samples was partially ascribed to
the low majority carrier concentrations (cf. Section 2.1 for values). The reduction in L with T
was attributed to phonon scattering [40]. As has already been mentioned, the minority carrier
(holes) diffusion length in n-type β-Ga2O3 is within the 50–600 nm range [25,26,33,39,41]
and is lower than that for minority carrier electrons, as reported in Ref. [36]. One of the
explanations for this experimental finding is related to a large (18.8 m0) effective mass for
holes [43]. A similar dependence of L on T is revealed in n-type β-gallium oxide, and it is
linked to scattering on ionized Si impurities (due to heavy doping) [33].

∆EL,T, extracted using Equation (2) and related to a decrease in L with T (cf. Figure 3),
was found to be 67 meV (sample A) and 113 meV (sample B). This activation energy
matches that of the thermal quenching of CL intensity (∆ECL): 67 and 88 meV for sample
A (∆EL,T and ∆ECL, respectively), and 113 and 101 meV for sample B (∆EL,T and ∆ECL,
respectively). The proximity of the values for ∆EL,T and ∆ECL is proof that the processes
have the same origin; this is likely related to the thermal de-trapping of electrons from the
VGa–VO++ complexes, thus creating acceptor levels in the Ga2O3 forbidden gap.

A series of separate EBIC measurements that showed comparable or higher (relative to
the samples A and B) free hole concentrations was carried out on another Ga2O3 sample [27].
The sample was subjected to high-energy proton irradiation (cf. Figure 13 for doses and
energies), with L measurements carried out prior to and following the exposure to the
proton beam, as demonstrated in Figure 13. ∆EL,T was found at 76 meV after irradiation
(113 meV prior to irradiation). A discussion related to the decrease in the activation energy
is outlined in Section 3.2.
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3.4. Electron Injection Impact of Minority Carrier Diffusion and Optical Properties on Ga2O3

A single EBIC line scan, needed for the extraction of L, lasts approximately 10–12 s.
For electron injection in the region of diffusion length measurements, the motion of an
electron beam is continuous for up to ~350 s (42.8 pC/µm3 injected charge density) [27],
with the diffusion length being extracted intermittently. Note that the electrons of the SEM
beam, which facilitate the generation of non-equilibrium electron–hole pairs in Ga2O3, are
not accumulated in the sample due to the transition of excited electrons from the valence to
the conduction band, as it is grounded. The electroneutrality is, therefore, preserved.

Ref. [72] reported that the radiation ionization energy needed for electron–hole pair cre-
ation is ~16 eV for β-Ga2O3. Considering that the density of the injected charge is ~43 pC/µm3

and that ~625 electron–hole pairs are generated in this volume (10,000 eV/16 eV), a ~1023 cm−3

non-equilibrium density for the electron–hole pairs was obtained for the experimental regimes
of the work outlined in Ref. [27]. Hence, the L values given in this sub-section are relevant
to the non-equilibrium carriers that have concentrations significantly higher than those ob-
tained from the Hall effect measurements. In the electron beam proximity (during the EBIC
measurements), the number of non-equilibrium majority and minority carriers is equal (the
concentration for both carriers significantly exceeds the equilibrium Hall majority carrier
concentration at a given T), thus avoiding a high injection level regime [27].

Figure 14 shows L vs. the duration of electron injection dependence at variable
temperatures for highly resistive p-Ga2O3. L increases linearly with the duration of electron
injection before saturation (not shown in Figure 14). This linear increase in the minority
carrier diffusion length with the injection duration was reported in Ref. [22] for p-GaN,
in Ref. [19] for p-ZnO, in Ref. [45] for unintentionally doped GaN, and in Ref. [26] for
n-Ga2O3.
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Figure 14. L vs. duration of electron injection dependence at variable temperatures for highly resistive
p-Ga2O3. The L values for 0 injected charge are shown in an open circle (21 ◦C), square (75 ◦C), and
triangle (120 ◦C). ∆EA,I, obtained from the dependence of L on the injection duration at varying T, is
estimated at 91 meV using Equation (6). Reprinted with permission from the AIP. After Ref. [27].
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The rate R (dL/dt, where t is the duration of electron injection) characterizes the increase
in L in Figure 14. R decreases from 2 nm/s at room temperature to about 1 nm/s at 120 ◦C.
The dependence of R on T is described by the following [19]:

R = R0exp
(

∆EA,I

kT

)
exp
(
−∆EA,T

2kT

)
(6)

Here, R0 is a scaling constant, and ∆EA,I is the activation energy for the electron
injection effect.

Equation (6) was employed in Ref. [27] to find the ∆EA,I component for the increase
in L using the Arrhenius plot in the inset of Figure 15, which shows a decrease in R as the
temperature increases. The Arrhenius plot slope is defined as ∆EA,I + 0.5 ∆EA,T, from which
an ∆EA,I of ~91 meV was obtained. ∆EA,I is related to the mechanism responsible for the
elongation of the minority carrier diffusion length with injected charge. It was suggested
that the observed effect is associated with the gallium vacancy (VGa), which is a dominant
point defect in undoped Ga2O3.
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Figure 14 proves that the negative influence of proton irradiation on L can be fully re-
stored using electron injection. Furthermore, at respective temperatures, L in the irradiated
material can increase above the pre-irradiation values.

The dynamics involved in the increase in L relaxation to the base level were inves-
tigated at RT after stopping the electron injection, which lasted up to about 350 s. L was
found to stay unchanged for at least several days.

The RT CL spectra before and after proton bombardment are shown in Figure 16.
A thorough investigation of the optical properties of highly resistive gallium oxide was
recently published by the authors of this review in Ref. [36]. The narrower FWHM lumines-
cence spectrum after proton bombardment, which is shown in Figure 16, was ascribed to
the various complexes (point defects) that were created between VGa and hydrogen and
incorporated during proton exposure. These point defects likely led to a reduction in the
strain broadening of the observed luminescence [73] with no additional changes, both in
terms of shape and intensity; this indicates that the injection-related increase in the lifetime
for non-equilibrium carriers is mostly non-radiative.
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Results similar to those in Figure 14 were obtained for the n-type Ga2O3 (under similar
electron beam excitation conditions) and are presented in Figure 17 [26].
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Figure 17 (top inset) shows the EBIC line scans for different incremental injection
durations up to 720 s. Longer tails for a decay in the EBIC signal correspond to an elongated
L. Simultaneously, a pronounced increase in the EBIC amplitude is observed (cf. top and
bottom insets of Figure 17) and is explained by the enhanced collection efficiency of minority
carriers [74–76]. Imax, in the bottom insert of Figure 17, increases up to a certain value of L.
Afterwards, any increase in L (cf. Figure 17, top inset) does not affect the amplitude of the
induced currents. Following Imax (see bottom inset of Figure 17), L saturates as well (not
shown in Figure 17) and persists for more than one day at RT after the injection is stopped.

3.5. The Root Cause for the Phenomenon of Electron Injection in Gallium Oxide

Ref. [45] outlines the mechanism (cf. Figure 18) of the electron injection phenomenon
for undoped GaN, which is also applicable to Ga2O3:

• Direct band-to-band recombination (cf. Figure 18a,b) is not available in Ga2O3 due to the
assumed presence of self-trapped holes. As a result, non-equilibrium electrons, which are
generated by an SEM beam, are trapped by VGa and act as deep acceptors in gallium oxide
(cf. Figure 18c). A fairly large concentration (1018 cm−3) of VGa remains in the neutral
state in the material, thus acting as a meta-stable electron trap. Capturing non-equilibrium
electrons on VGa prevents the recombination of the non-equilibrium conduction band
electrons through the trap levels (cf. Figure 18d). This results in an increased lifetime and,
consequently, in a larger L [L = (Dτ)1/2, where D is the carrier diffusivity].

• The VGa levels, which contain trapped electrons, become available again for recombina-
tion as these levels capture holes; this results in the temperature-dependent transition
of trapped electrons to the valence band (cf. Figure 18e). The existence of activation en-
ergy, which prevents the near-simultaneous capture of holes by the negatively charged
VGa, is noted. ∆EA,I is experimentally estimated to be 91 meV.

• With an increase in hole capture on gallium vacancies, the non-equilibrium electrons
in the conduction band have more chances for recombination on their respective
energetic levels. This leads to a reduced τ and a slower rate of increase in L at higher
temperatures, as seen in Figure 14.

• Only neutral VGa levels may trap non-equilibrium electrons. Therefore, the electrical
conductivity of the sample under test is not impacted.
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3.6. Application of the Charge Injection Effect to Performance Control of Ga2O3-Based Photodetectors

Pending the fabrication of robust homoepitaxial Ga2O3 p–n junctions, the application
of the charge injection effect to device performance enhancement is presented by the authors
of this review via the example of the p-NiO/n-Ga2O3 heterojunction structures shown in
Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Architecture of the vertical p-NiO/n-Ga2O3 heterojunction structure (top and front view).
The top Ni/Au contact is 1000 µm in diameter. The structure was provided by the group of Profs. S. J.
Pearton and Fan Ren of the University of Florida.

The structures were provided by the University of Florida. They consisted of a lightly
doped 10 µm layer on a conducting substrate. This layer was grown via halide vapor
phase epitaxy (HVPE) on a (001) Sn-doped (1019 cm−3) β-Ga2O3 single crystal substrate.
The NiO bilayer was deposited by rf (13.56 MHz) magnetron sputtering at a working
pressure of 3 mTorr. The NiO bilayer consisted of a 20 nm layer, with a hole concentration
p = 1018 cm−3, and a 10 nm layer, with a hole concentration p = 2.6 × 1019 cm−3. The hole
concentration in the NiO bilayer was adjusted using the Ar/O2 ratio. The structure was
then annealed at 300 ◦C under O2. Finally, a top contact of 20/80 nm Ni/Au (1000 µm
diameter) was deposited onto the NiO bilayer. Ohmic contacts were made to the rear
surface using a Ti/Au metal stack that was deposited by e-beam evaporation followed
by annealing at 550 ◦C for 180 s under N2. The front surface was subjected to UV/Ozone
exposure for 15 min to remove contamination prior to the metal deposition. More details
regarding the fabrication and characterization of the structure can be found elsewhere [77].
It should be noted that the structure shown in Figure 19 is not optimized as a photodetector
device. Therefore, the photoresponse measurements reported in this article present the
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initial proof of concept for the application of the charge injection effect to bipolar Ga2O3-
based heterojunction devices. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the results presented
here are the only example currently available. Detailed studies of the application of charge
injection devices are planned once bipolar gallium oxide-based homojunctions become
readily available.

For the structure presented in Figure 19, the charge is injected from the p-NiO layer
into that of n-Ga2O3, due to forward bias application (a positive bias was applied to
the top nickel oxide layer for the duration of up to 600 s), thus inducing a current of
100 µA through the structure; this corresponds to a charge density of ~8 nC/µm3 (it is
two orders of magnitude larger than that, and is created by an electron beam for an increase
in the diffusion length in Figures 14 and 17). The forward branch of the I–V curve for the
NiO/Ga2O3 p–n heterojunction is shown in Figure 20, in linear and logarithmic scales.
The forward turn-on voltage for the junction is ~1.9 V (cf. Figure 20), and is determined
by the band alignment between the two materials, as reported previously in Ref. [78].
Under forward bias, the depletion layer of the p–n junction is collapsed, and holes diffuse
into the Ga2O3. It should be noted that, because the majority electron concentration in
10 µm-thick Ga2O3 is two orders of magnitude lower compared to that of the majority
holes in the adjacent 10 nm-thick NiO layer, the space charge region of the NiO/Ga2O3 p–n
junction is mostly located in n-Ga2O3, with a lateral extension of ~180 nm under zero bias.
It should be additionally emphasized that, because of the structure architecture shown in
Figure 19, the light-induced non-equilibrium minority carriers (holes) that contribute to the
photoresponse of the heterojunction are predominantly generated in the area of n-Ga2O3
that is directly exposed to illumination (the stack of Ni/Au/NiO, deposited over the Ga2O3
layer, prevents the penetration of light down to the p–n heterojunction interface [79]).
Consequently, the photoinduced holes laterally diffuse in n-Ga2O3 towards the space
charge region of the p–n heterojunction, where they are swept and collected by the built-in
electric field (estimated at 0.8 MV.cm−1) and thus contribute to a photosignal. In contrast
to minority holes, because of the direction of the built-in electric field, non-equilibrium
photo-induced majority electrons are not collected and eventually recombine. Therefore, a
p–n heterojunction is a minority carrier device.
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Figure 20. Forward branch of the I–V curve for the p-NiO/n-Ga2O3 heterojunction in linear and
logarithmic scales. The turn-on voltage value, obtained by the intersection of the tangential line to
the I–V curve with the horizontal axis, is ~1.9 V.

Similar to the electron beam injection in Figures 14 and 17, the forward bias charge
injection results in an increase in the minority carrier diffusion length in the 10 µm-thick
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gallium oxide layer. Although L was not directly measured, the more than 200% increase in
the peak photoresponse that is shown in Figure 21 provides experimental evidence for its
elongation. Ref. [32] reported a similar photoresponse enhancement in the forward-biased
GaN p–n junction and suggested the mechanism implicated in this effect. The application of
forward bias to the NiO/Ga2O3 p–n junction results in a decrease in the potential barrier
(~1.03 V for built-in voltage, Vbi) at the interface of two semiconducting layers. As a result,
the holes from p-NiO are injected into n-Ga2O3 and likely become captured by meta-stable
traps. Although the exact energetic location for these possible traps is yet unknown, Ref. [80]
reports a trapping level for holes in n-type Ga2O3; this is located 140 meV above the top
of the valence band. This level was revealed by the deep level transient spectroscopy
(DLTS) technique during a study of hole injection via trap-assisted tunneling from p+-NiO
into n-Ga2O3 under forward bias. Capturing injected charge carriers on the meta-stable
energetic levels prevents the recombination of light-induced non-equilibrium carriers in
n-type gallium oxide through these levels. As a result, the non-equilibrium carriers remain
in the respective valence and conduction bands of Ga2O3 for a longer time, thus leading to a
larger τ and, therefore, a longer diffusion length, L; thus in agreement with the model in
Figure 18. A longer L dictates an enhanced collection efficiency and photoresponse.
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Figure 21. Spectral photoresponse of the structure in Figure 19 before and after incremental charge
injection. The charge, corresponding to 600 s of injection, is 60 mC. The effect persists for at least
several hours.

It should be noted that while it takes only 600 s to induce the enhancement of the
photoresponse presented in Figure 21, the relaxation of its peak value to the pre-injection
level occurs within roughly 6000 s. This, on the one hand, indicates that the device
performance can be controlled by solid-state charge injection and, on the other hand,
provides additional evidence for the metastability of traps involved in the phenomenon of
interest. Detailed studies on the application of charge injection-induced effects in gallium
oxide-based photodetectors are under way.

4. Summary

In summary, while irradiation with energetic particles and an increase in temperature
lead to a decrease in the minority carrier diffusion length, charge injection using SEM
beam mitigates the negative influence of radiation on carrier recombination in Ga2O3.
It is demonstrated that L, reduced as a result of energetic particle bombardment, could
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be returned to its initial value, or even increased above it. This effect was attributed to
non-equilibrium carrier trapping on native defects and the consequent increase in τ.

Careful sample inspection using high magnification scanning electron microscopy
did not reveal any changes in the surface morphology of Ga2O3 irradiated with 1.5 MeV
electrons, 10 MeV protons, or 18 MeV alpha-particles compared to the reference sample. It
should be additionally emphasized that SEM electron beam injection, which is employed to
induce an increase in the diffusion length, does not lead to the polarization of the samples
due to a buildup of charge, as the samples are grounded. The trapping of charges, which
affects the minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length, is related to electron-beam-induced
non-equilibrium carriers, but not to primary (SEM beam) electrons. Therefore, the sample’s
electroneutrality is always preserved. Finally, while L and τ are affected by charge injection,
the minority carrier mobility remains unchanged. A detailed discussion of the impact of
low-energy electron beam irradiation on carrier mobility is given in Ref. [22].

With Ga2O3 p–n homojunctions becoming feasible, a solid-state charge injection caused
by bias will be employed (as in Figures 19–21), thus paving the road towards the purely
electrical (athermal) mitigation of radiation-induced defects in bipolar devices. Detailed
studies of device performance (photoresponse) under variable temperatures and forward
current magnitudes and durations will allow optimum regimes for the application of the
effect of interest to be obtained. This will be the subject of future work.
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